The effect of number of perceptual categories on identification functions of non-speech stimuli and the relationship to categorization of Hebrew voicing.
Category boundary (CB) of Hebrew voicing on voice-onset time (VOT) continuum was found to be different from non-speech stimuli on tone-onset time (TOT) continuum. This is in contrast to data in English, thus suggesting that CB for speech stimuli may be determined not only by general auditory sensitivities but by additional factors that may be speech specific. The data in Hebrew voicing, however, can also be explained by the fact that in Hebrew voicing, two categories were available to the listener, whereas for the TOT stimuli there were three: leading, simultaneous and lagging temporal events. The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of number of perceptual categories on CB of non-speech analogs of voicing in Hebrew-speaking subjects and compare them to those obtained on a VOT continuum. Twenty-four Hebrew-speaking adults participated in this study. Stimuli consisted of (a) a two-tone complex continuum that varied in the relative onset time of the lower frequency tone, and (b) a /ba-pa/ continuum which varied in VOT values similar to (a). The same TOT continuum was tested twice. In one, subjects identified TOT stimuli as belonging to one of three categories (TOT3): leading, simultaneous, or lagging; and in the other to two categories of TOT (TOT2): leading or lagging. VOT stimuli were labeled as /ba/ or /pa/. Results show that (1) when listeners were offered only two perceptual categories of temporal events, the pattern of identification functions matched one of the two functions shown for TOT3, and (2) the category boundary of VOT stimuli was similar for all subjects regarding the value calculated for TOT2. The present study supports the hypotheses that (1) CB of non-speech stimuli is not influenced by the number of perceptual categories available to the listener, and (2) different mechanisms may underlie the categorical perception of speech versus non-speech stimuli.